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PLANTS AND OXYGEN

MR. RECTOR MAGNIFICUS, COLlEAGUES, STUDENTS, FRIENDS AND

FAMILY,

it is a tremendous honor to stand before you to present this inaugural address in

acceptance of the EC. Donders Chair bestowed upon me by Utrecht University.

This Chair allows me a sabbatical from my position as Professor of Genetics in

the Department of Botany and Plant Sciences at the University of California,

Riverside. It is my great pleasure to spend this time of intellectual renewal in the

Plant Ecophysiology group led by Professor Dr. L.A.C.]. (Rens) Voesenek in the

Department of Biology (Faculty of Science).

The purpose of a sabbatic is to refresh, to renew... to re-aerate. What better way

than to think about the vital relevance of oxygen to plants! More to the point,

my goal in this period is to consider the ways in which plants have evolved to

endure situations in which oxygen is limited. Low oxygen stress, one of the many

abiotic assaults encountered by plants, is manifested in natural ecosystems and

in agriculture as a consequence of flooding (Bailey-Serres and Voesenek, 2008).

Conditions oflirnited cellular oxygen content also occur during normal growth

and development, for example in the cells deep within a potato tuber or those

of an actively dividing root meristem. When a root system is waterlogged or an

entire plant submerged, the probability of survival can be increased - with varying

degrees of success - as a consequence of proactive measures taken from the cell

to whole plant level.

Floods as a consequence ofheavy rainfall, rapid ice melts, cyclones, and tsunamis

have occurred over the eons. They have reshaped ecosystems and communities.

Rivers and the sea have been tamed by exceptional feats of engineering in

the Dutch polders, but floods regularly affect natural ecosystems, farms and

conununities in many parts ofthe world (Figure l).The monsoon season of2007
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wrought over $US600 million in crop loss to Bangladesh alone, accompanied

by untold human suffering. Flooding this past June in the central US devastated

over 3 million acres of farmland. Although many fields were re-planted, these

floods led to the destabilization of the corn futures market that was already under

pressure from the increase in demand for bio-fuels.

OXYGEN AND ENERGY

Oxygen, higWy reactive and non-metallic, is the third most abundant element

by mass in the universe. The stabie form of oxygen - molecular diatomic oxygen

(02) - is critical to life on Earth. Ir has accumulated for the past 2.5 billion years

obtaining a current balance of 20.9% of Earth's tropospheric atmosphere at sea
level.

Figure 1. Significant floods of 2007 (http://www.dartmouth.edu/-floodsl)

Photosynthetic organisms, land plants, algae and cyanobacteria, are responsible

for using sunlight, carbon dioxide and water to produce the oxygen in Earth's

atmosphere. It is weIl known that marine phytoplankton produce the lion's

share of this oxygen - about 70%. This is accomplished through the process of

photosynthesis, by which the Sun's radiant energy is harvested by photon receptive

complexes in the thylakoid membranes of cWoroplasts. Through assimilation

of carbon dioxide, the photosynthetic process yields the high-energy molecule

adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and the cofactor NADPH, which are necessary
for the reduction of carbon dioxide and water into sucrose and oxygen. Thus,

oxygen is merely a by-product of the extremely efficient conversion of carbon
into biomass.Anthropogenic-induced global climate change has increased precipitation and

tropical cyclone activity in many parts of the world. As I write, there are significant
floods in S and SE Asia, SE Africa, Australia and the Pacific NW of the US. There

is an immediate need for cultivars of crops that can endure flooding, especially

in developing nations where raging population growth aggressively encroaches
arabie land.

In this oratie I will first consider the fundamental nature of oxygen and its role

within the plant celi and then will summarize studies on the celluiar low-oxygen

response that are interwoven with international efforts to provide farmers with

rice that endures prolonged periods of complete submergence.

Conversely, oxygen is consumed by cells through aerobic respiration in the efficient

production of the high energy molecular ATP. This process is conserved across

all eukaryotes - from microscopic yeast to the giant Sequoia. In plants, aerobic

respiration is responsible for formation or the majority of ATP in cells such as

those of the root, leaf epidermis and vasculature. The photosynthetic celis of plants

are dependent upon oxygen for ATP production in the dark.

Oxygen is utilized during aerobic respiration in the final step ofthe mitochondrial

electron transport chain. This process consumes glucose/hexose sugars via
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glycolytic reactions in the cytosol and the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle within
the inner matrix of the mitochondrion. The TCA cycle is juxtaposed with the

protein complexes of the inner mitochondrial membrane that perform a series

of electron transfer events in which oxygen is the ultimate electron acceptor. The

completion of the electron transport chain is essential for maintenance of a proton

gradient across the inner membrane that is a prerequisite for ATP production.

Aerobic respiration is highly efficient. It yields 32 to 36 mol of ATP per mol of

glucose consumed. The extremely low Kmof mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase

for oxygen (104 nM, -0.013% O2) ensures that ATP production continues even

when cellular levels of oxygen are limited.

A DARK SI DE TO OXYGEN?

If oxygen levels decline and mitochondrial ATP is diminished, the inevitabie

consequence is an 'energy crisis' within the plant cell.This predicament, in turn,

limits cellular processes that are energy consuming. These include the synthesis

of DNA, proteins, ribosomes and cellulose for cell walls. In essence ceU division

and growth are the major casualties of oxygen limitation. Some basic cellular

processes continue to be needed even during an energy crisis, such as maintenance

of electrochemical gradients across the plasma and vacuolar membranes. As far

as we know, oxygen-starved ceUs must continue to derive or have access to a

minimum of ATP to avoid the catastrophe of ceU death.

Along with the dependency of the eukaryotic ceU on di-oxygen comes a nemesis.

Oxygen can assume higWy unstable molecular states, the so-called reactive oxygen

species (ROS). These include singlet oxygen, superoxide (02 0j, hydrogen peroxide

(HP2)' hydroxyl radical (OHo), peroxynitrite (ONOO") and nitric oxide (NO).

One more higWy reactive oxygen form is ozone (03), a bi-product oftropospheric

air pollution. These unstable toxic molecules are unavoidable derivatives of

metabolism or inescapable environmental hazards. In abundance or the wrong

location, they can cause irreversible damage to membranes and DNA. It is not

surprising that plants have a plethora of enzymes and metabolites located in many

cellular compartments that ameliorate the activities of ROS.

Similar to the response of an individual or government to a shortage in fuel, plant

cells are hard-wired to cope with shortages in ATP. There is considerable genetic

diversity in the strategies used at the whole-plant level to endure a shortfall in

ATP caused by insufficient oxygen. I hope to convince you that an understanding

of these mechanisms is of direct relevance to agriculture.

But plant cells have also acquired a use for ROS. Remarkably, the localized

production of limited amounts of these molecules, particularly superoxide,

hydrogen peroxide and nitric oxide, function as second messengers in a growing

list of signal transduction events - the ordered transmission of information

within or between ceUs that triggers adjustments in gene expression, protein

localization, protein activity, metabolism, and the like. ROS-mediated signal

transduction contributes to the regulation of stomatal aperture, polar cell growth,

hypersensitivity to pathogens, innate immunity, programmed ceU death, autophagy,

and responses to a growing list of abiotic cues. The location, duration, quantity

and form of ROS must be meaningful and fine-tuned.

Although it is paradoxical that a form of oxygen other than di-oxygen would

be relevant to a ceU when available oxygen declines, ROS contribute to the

signaling that reconfigures metabolism in response to low oxygen stress in animals

and fungi (Bell and Chandel, 2007). In the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana,

both hydrogen peroxide and nitric oxide are generated when seedlings are
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deprived of oxygen and these 'signals', emanating in part from mitochondria,

participate in the regulation of gene expression (Baxter-Burrell et al., 2002;

Rhoads et al., 2006; Bailey-Serres andVoesenek, 2008; Chang and Bailey-Serres,

unpublished). These ephemera! molecules are also involved in the development of

aerenchyma and adventitious roots following waterlogging (reviewed by Fukao and

Bailey-Serres, 2008; Steffens and Sauter, 2009). But ROS inevitably cause havoc

upon re-oxygenation. Therefore, cells that endure low oxygen stress are likely to

be effective managers of these reactive molecules.

COPING WITH INSUFFICIENT OXYGEN

Plant cells appear to be familiar with low oxygen stress. Although it is extremely

difficult to monitor cellular oxygen content, microelectrode measurements have

reported diminishing concentrations of oxygen in the interior cells of potato

tubers, maize roots and developing seeds. The extremely high metabolic activity

of meristems and elongating pollen tubes within a floral stigma are likely to

engender oxygen-depletion. Oxygen concentrations from 1 to 7% have been

measured in well-aerated organs. These are above the critica! concentration of

0.8% oxygen proven to be necessary for efficient aerobic respiration. Growth

conditions including soil waterlogging, compaction, contamination with

petroleum, and high density of aerobic microbes can cause roots to become

more oxygen deficient. The encasement ofleaves and stems with ice mayalso

limit oxygen availability for aerobic respiration and other oxygen-dependent

processes.
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Plant cells generally respond to low oxygen stress in the following manner:

. Conservation of ATP by limiting energy consuming processes.
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Maintenance or acceleration of sucrose catabolism via the more energy efficient

sucrose synthase route for substrate level ATP production.

Enhancement ofNAD+ regeneration by fermentation to sustain substrate level

ATP production.

There is evidence that as cellular oxygen content falls the use of oxygen becomes

more conservative, suggesting that the state of anoxia may be actively avoided

(Geigenberger et al., 2000; van Dongen et al., 2004; van Dongen et al., 2009).
We have much to leam.

The primary question of my research group has been: What are the mechanisms

of /ow oxyge/I sensil/g, signa/ing alld response that al/ow p/ants the capabi/ity to

el/dure transient oxygen deprivatioll?

The trail of hypotheses, experiments and mode Is derived to answer this question

includes both stuffy dead-end canyons and the rarified air of mountain peaks. If

it were possible (and reversible), I would happily place myselfin front of a science

fiction contraption that can shrink a human to the size of a ribosomal subunit

or a protein kinase, so that I might simply look at the magnificent engineering

of a cell and assess how an extemal cue invokes a cellular response. But tbis is

merely wishful thinking. The biologist must approach the inner workings of the

cell with mutants, specific inhibitors, cutting-edge technologies and no fear of

crossing disciplinary boundaries.

The molecular technologies available during the first years of my academic tenure

enabled the slow isolation of individual genes and evaluation of their regulation.

The gene-by-gene study of the low oxygen response of maize seedlings led te

the unsurprising finding that genes are indeed switched on or off by the stress.

But it was indeed intriguing to recognize that the switches of gene regulation are
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not merely those in the nucleus. "GClle express;on" cannot simply be assessed by

monitoring if a messenger RNA (mRNA) is present or absent, or has increased or

decreased in abundance, as often implied. Gene expression involves the continuum

from the gene to the mRNA to the functional protein.This can include regulation

of chroma tin structure, DNA methylation, initiation of transcription, transcript

processing, splicing, stability, transport to the cytoplasm, the engagement of the

mRNA in translation, and ultimately post-translational events such as protein
localization.

Findings of the 1990s confirmed cells are masterful at eIevating levels of certain

gene transcripts during low oxygen stress. These include mRNAs that encode

enzymes involved in sucrose breakdown and ethanolic fermentation, such as

alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH). What was striking was the ability to use only

ADH mRNA and a handful of other messages in the synthesis of proteins during

the stress. Cryptic seqllences of ADH1 mRNA from maize are necessary and

sufficient for this selective translation. Importantly, a weIl used "off" switch of

gene expression is selective mRNA translation.

Figure 2. Complexes associated with the translation, sequestration and degradation of

mRNAs in the cytosol. (a) UVabsorbance profile of extracts from non-stressed Arabidopsis

leaves after centrifugation over a 20-60% sucrose gradient. Non-polyribosomal region of the

gradient (Ieft side) includes the following complexes: mRNPs (mRNA/RNAbinding protein

complexes), 435 pre-initiation complex, 805 monoribosomes and 805 monoribosomal mRNAs.

Polyribosomal region of the gradient (right side) contains mRNAs associated with multiple

ribosomes.(b) Distributionof Rubiscosmal! subunit (RBCS)and ribosomalprotein 56 (RPS6)

mRNAsin the gradient fractions. (c) States of translation. Interactions between the 5'-cap/3'-

poly(A) tail of the mRNAmediate efficient initiation and re-initiation (recycling) of ribosomes.

Dotted arrows propose alterations in trans lat ion status due to reduced primary initiation/

reinitiation or elongation. Disruption of 5' -cap/3' -tail interactions leads to fewer ribosomes per

mRNA. Impaired elongation, as a result of ribosome pausing, alters the number and spacing

of ribosomes per mRNAwithout increasing polypeptide synthesis. Micro RNAs may interrupt

translation at some stage of initiation/re-initiation. mRNAsnot associated with ribosomes may

be stored in storage granules or directed to processing bodies where degradation can occur.

This provided astrong indication that message abundance cannot be regarded as

a reliable measure of protein production. The development of high-throughput

DNA microarray technology, that allows the levels of thousands of gene transcripts

to be measured from a single experiment, validated the importance of translational

control at the genome scale. Not only do cells proactively select messages for

translation during biotic and abiotic stresses - they also do so under normal

growth conditions (Figure 2) (Branco-Price et al., 2005; Kawaguchi et al., 2004;

Kawaguchi and Bailey-Serres, 2005; Branco-Price et al., 2008). Under low oxygen

stress, the vast majority of transcripts become poorly translated. Apparently, cells

conserve copious amollnts of ATP by storing mRNAs that encode proteins that

are not needed during the crisis until the stress dissipates.
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The quest to understand cellular responses to oxygen deprivation has led to

a daunting question: How does the eell discriminate between mRNAs in the

trans/ationa/proeess?To understand tbiswe probed the vastlycomplex translational
apparatus and found reversible phosphorylation of a number of initiation factors,

elongation factors and ribosomal proteins. Instead of providing real insight, these

observations remain intensely puzzling due to the extraordinary complexity of
translation. But the control of translation of individu al mRNAs also involves

qualities of the message- such as sequence motifs or structures present in the 5'
or 3' portions of the mRNA. Critical to the regulatory process may be proteins

that associate with mRNAs during their voyage that begins in the nucleus at

transcription. There are over 300 genes that encode putative RNA binding

proteins in the plant model Arabidopsis, most of which are uncharacterized.

Some of these may guide the translation, storage and degradation of groups of

mRNAs with common sequence features. Thus, studies of low oxygen stress

provide an opportunity to elucidate post-transcriptional processes of the RNA
underworld.

subunit to a massive complex of perhaps twenty or more ribosomes threaded

onto a single mRNA. With a sigh of relief - and re-oxygenated minds - we

ambitiously embraced the idea that expression of this tagged protein in different

cell types would allow the selective isolation of mRNAs present in cells of distinct

identity.

This conceptually simple extension - aIbeit a Herculean task - was accomplished

by two postdoctoral researchers and passel of helpers. The tooIbox for isolation

of cell-type specific mRNAs includes 13 verified lines (Figure 3). By the way,

tbis box is open for the addition oflines that will further the isolation of distin ct

mRNA assemblages from cell types such as those of the shoot apical or floral
meristems.

CAPTURING mRNA-RIBOSOME COMPLEXES

These speciallines were used to capture the mRNA-ribosome complexes that are

present in specific cell types of Arabidopsis seedlings (Mustroph et al., submitted).

The fate of messages in individual cells in response to a very brief period oflow

oxygen stress was aIso assessed. The resultant dataset for 17,642 genes is so large

and complex it took two weeks of computation to sort out the mRNAs that

were co-expressed and enriched in different cell types.

The plant ribosome is composed of about 80 proteins that are glued together in

a two-subunit macromolecular complex via interaction with the four ribosomal

RNAs (26S, 18S, 5.8S and SS rRNAs) (Chang et al., 2005).We decided it might be

possible to add a tiny antigenic peptide to a protein ofthis mere 3.2 MDa complex

to enable its purification by a simple procedure called immunoprecipitation. As

targets, we tested eight ribosomal proteins located on the periphery of either

subunit that lie away from the business centers of the complex. To our joy, the

epitope tagging of the 24-kDa ribosomal protein Lt8 worked well to capture

mRNA-ribosome complexes that range in size from a single 60S ribosomal

By monitoring the mRNAs that are associated with ribosomes - with rare
exception these are actively undergoing translation - we now have the first glimpse

of gene regulation in distinct cell types of the root and shoot following low oxygen

stress. A striking finding from tbis study is that cell identity, defined by the mRNAs

that are specifically enriched in the cell type under normal growth conditions,

is largely put aside during the stress. Remarkably, there are 49 mRNAs that all

cells tested prioritize for expression. These include our" old friends" that encode

proteins responsible for altering carbon and nitrogen metabolism to optimize

substrate level ATP production.

15
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The ubiquitously induced genes also include transcription factors and proteins

involved in ROS signaling and amelioration. It is somewhat disconcerting that

26 of the 49 mRNAs induced across cell types encode proteins that we know

extremely little about - they are proteins of "unknown biological function".

Looking to other angiosperms, we find that well over half of the "unknown"

proteins are both conserved and induced by low oxygen or flooding stress in

diverse species. It is clear there is much to be discovered about conservation of

cellular responses to low oxygen stress!

LR

root

!
tip

This sidetrack has taught us that restriction in translation is a major energy saving

mechanism of the oxygen-starved cello Different types of cells deal with the

depletion of oxygen in a largely similar manner - they refrain from translating

most messages and stick to a cohort that enhances energy-efflcient substrate-Ievel

ATP production. This tactic is likely to prolong survival wh en oxygen is rare and

replenishment of ATP reserves is inadequate (Branco-Price et al., 2008). At the

same time, there are distinctions in response of the root, shoot and individual

cell types. Does the weedArabidopsis thaliana simp/y react to the energycrisis of

transient /ow oxygenstress?Observed changesin root architecture in response to
short term oxygen deficiency indicate reprogramrning of development, but these

are remarkably limited compared to the suite of traits manifested during flooding

in species that are weIl adapted to flood-prone environments.

root

Figure 3. A "tooi-box" of transgenic Arabidopsis for the analysis of cell-type specific

gene expression. A palette of gene promoters, the sequences that are the functional on and

off switches for transcription, were used to drive the production of an epitope-tagged version

of a ribosomalprotein (FLAG-GFP-RPL18)in a subsetof cells of Arabidopsis.Thisfigure shows

representativeimagesthat demonstratethe specificityof promoteractivityin 7-day-oldseedlings

of T2 transgenics. Green= GFPfluorescence, red = chlorophyll in shoots, Propidium iodide

staining in roots. QC= quiescentcenter; LR= lateral root primordia. Scale bar = 50 ~m. From

Mustroph et al., (submitted).

PROACTIVE RESPONSES TO FlOODING

r

r Some ecosystems are periodically flooded during the growing season. The

duration as weIl as the extent of flooding can vary from partial waterlogging of

the roots to complete submergence ofthe plant. Inundation with water imposes

astrong selection pressure. ConsequentiaIly, both flood tolerance and adaptation
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has developed independently in diverse species. In cases where terrestrial plants

'returned' to an aquatic life style, a small number of mutations with a large effect

may be responsible for the manifestation of traits that allow for the management

or avoidance of the crisis imposed by limited oxygen, carbon dioxide and light.

Examples of the escape and quiescence syndromes have been uncovered in species

of the Rhine River floodplains by a number ofDutch eco-physiologists (Nabben

et al., 1999; Mommer et al., 2006). The woody species that inhabit the central

Amazonian floodplains provide further illustration of submergence survival

strategies. A number of these species continue to grow and produce new leaves

even when submerged under low light conditions for up to ni ne months of the

year (Parolin, 2009).

There are a number of anatomical adaptations that reduce oxygen deficiency

in flooded root systems or submerged organs. The best-known examples are

aerenchyma, the gas spaces formed between the cortical cells of the root that

act as a conduit from the root to the xylem of aerial organs. Other alterations

in root architecture, such as pioneering just below or above the soil surface and

adventitious formation at stem nodes also aid the movement of oxygen to cells

that are inadequately aerated. Regional epidermal thickening of roots can limit

oxygen 1055.Characteristics of adapted aerial organs include long internodes,

stem lenticels, large thin leaves and mesophyll cWoroplasts arranged close to the

epidermal cell surface. These traits can be hard-wired, forming constitutively in

semi-aquatic plants that inhabit floodplains. But they can be also conditionally

expressed upon flooding or waterlogging.

These studies raise important questions: How wil! global climate charlge alter

frequerlcy, deptil arld duratiorl of flooding and impact the distribution of species?

What mechanisms enable the opposing response syndromes? Mig/lt a plant show

escape versus quiescence at different times of development? Is it not striking that the

gaseous flood sensor ethylene, acting hl concert with the phytohormones abscisic acid

(ABA) and gibberellin (GA), regulates cell elongatiMI and th us organ extension

growth in wild and cultivated species?

But 1 am getting ahead of myself.

There are two antithetical strategies that enable survival of flooding (Bailey-Serres

and Voesenek, 2008). A suite of acclimation responses predominates in species that

inhabit flood-prone environments with relatively shallow, long-lasting floods. These

plants have evolved to endure flooding via a 'low oxygen escape syndrome'.This is

characterized by rapid elongation of sterns and leaves 50 that photosynthetic organs

can emerge from the water. The push to the surface includes the aforementioned leaf

cWoroplast reorientation and production of thinner leaves to enhance underwater

photosynthetic activity. But this elongation growth consumes celluiar energy reserves.

The second strategy is manifested in species that are more often caught in deep

but transient floods. These plants have evolved a so-called 'low oxygen quiescence

syndrome' that includes the conservation of reserves and the minimization of

growth.
18

SUBMERGENCE RESPONSES IN RI CE - ESCAPE OR ENDURE?

The ability of plants to survive transient flooding is relevant to agriculture.

Crop production is subject to the whims of Mother Nature on even the most

technoiogically advaneed farms. In Asia, poverty, population growth and land

degeneration continuously displace farmers to fields that are unsuitable for low-

land rice production. A major challenge in the cultivation of rice is the regulation

of the depth of the paddy. Monsoon rains can rapidly inundate fields with over

a meter of water. Very few ri ce varieties can endure more than a few days of

complete submergence or a progressive flood. Those that can survive these events

do 50 by activating the quiescence or escape syndrome, respectively (Figure 4).

19
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This is a small region of DNA near to the tip of one of the 12 rice chromosomes,

chromosome 9.When this region is inherited from FR13A it controls about 70%

of the phenotypic variance in submergence tolerance. A ten year hunt for the

"Sub 1 gene" - carried out by Kenong Xu and Pam Ronaid at UC Davis -led to

a gene dubbed "Sub 1A" that encodes a putative transcription factor, a form of

protein that binds to DNA and orchestrates the production of a group of mRNA

transcripts. The high level of expression of Sub 1A from FR 13A in transgenic rice

proved to be sufficient to confer submergence tolerance (Xu et al., 2006).
Deepwater Rlce

Lowoxygen escape at
pace of nood

Present and notinduced
or absent

Contemporaneous with the finding of Sub 1A, Takeshi Fukao at UC Riverside,

used lines that differ only in the Sub 1 region on chromosome 9 to carefully

compare the escape and quiescence strategies (Figure 5). He found that the

pronounced elongation growth of leaves of the submergence intolerant variety

was accompanied by rapid decimation of energy reserves and enhanced ethanolic
fermentation. On the other hand, the tolerant line used its carbohydrates sparingly,

enabling survival of over two weeks of complete submergence.

high

N.D.

high

What cel/u/ar mechaflisms distinguish escape versus quiescence?

The puzzle is unraveling. First, Sub 1 encodes more than one gene - it is in fact

a complex locus containing two or three ERF genes that arose through gene

duplication and divergence (Fukao et al., 2009). Aspecific form of Sub 1A,

SublA-l, is only present in the small proportion of ifldica varieties that are

submergence tolerant; it is absent from all evaluated intolerant indica and japMlÎca

lines (Xu et al., 2006). The two other Sub 1 ERFs are Sub 1Band Sub 1C; all three

Sub 1 genes are upregulated by submergence (Fukao et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2006).

But it is the strong expression of Sub lA-l during submergence is a pre-requisite

for the quiescence syndrome. By contrast, only rice that adopts the escape response

has highly elevated levels of Sub 1C mRNA during submergence.
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M202 M202(Sub1)
\

We have learned that rice Sub 1A antagonizes a hormonal cascade that drives

the underwater elongation growth (Figure 6) (Fukao and Bailey-Serres, 2008).

Based on publications from the Voesenek group, tbis same cascade precipitates a

change in leaf angle from prostrate to erect as weIl as petiole elongation in Rumex

palustris, a species that escapes shallow floods (Bailey-Serres andVoesenek, 2008).

An intriguing question is whether R. acetosa, which enacts quiescence during

the deep flood events that occur in its range, interrupts ethylene-triggered growth

responses in a similar manner as submergence tolerant rice.

I

Submergence
i-

I Ethylene J 1
I Sub1A--.J

I
+

SLR1/ SRL 1

1
IGA responsesI

1 su1'c
Shoot elongation

CHO consumption

Figure5.TheSub1/ocushap/otype from FR13Arice confers growth restriction and survival

of prolonged submergence. Near isogenic lines differing only at the Sub/locus were grown

for 14daysbeforesubmergence(Top),submergedcompletelyfor 16 days (Middle), andallowed

to recover for 7 days (Bottom). Viability of M202(Sub/) was 98% and M202 was 10%. The

elongation of leavesby M202was 300% of that of M202(Sub/) under submergence.

Figure 6. Submergence responsesgoverned by Sub1genes in rice. Submergenceincreases

the level of gaseous horrnone ethylene in leaf and stem cells. This triggers the catabolie

degradation of the horrnone abscisic acid (ABA) that acts as an antagonist to the growth

horrnoneGA. In the absenceof Sub/A. this increasein ethylene is responsiblefor heightening

the responsivenessof cellsto GA,which is responsiblefor breakdownof starchandacceleration
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of cell elongation. Submergencetolerant rice counteractsthis scenariovia the action of Sub/A.

Ethylene itself switches on Sub/A expression, which acts directly or indirectly to promote

the accumulation of two DNAbinding proteins that are negative regulators for GAsignaling.

SlR1 and SlRl1. Theseeventsdampenaccumulation of GA-inducible mRNAsincluding Sub/C

and genes involved in carbohydrate metabolism and cell elongation. Another function of

Sub/A is to restrict ethylene production during submergence.Together.the Sub/A-dependent

regulation of ethylene production and GA signaling restricts carbohydrate consumption and

minimizes elongation. This strategy allows the re-growth of surviving meristem and leaves

upon de-submergence.

There is a delicate balance between investing versus conserving when energy

production is compromised. Both strategies can work. Is il better 10spend down

reserves10escapeor 10buckledown at/d cot/serve10survive?This dilemma parallels
that of governments confronting economic recession. It also reminds me of a

predicament I faced once with my husband. He had just earned an engineering

degree and I was starting a postdoctoral position at ue Berkeley. We decided

to buy him a tailored suit in San Francisco with the last of our money. Since we

were camping out at my sister's, it was worth the risk. Fortunately, my husband

was hired at his first interview - wearing the suit.

The precise demarcation the Sub 1 locus is of major consequence. lt has enabled

the use of marker-assisted selection - precision breeding - to develop submergence

tolerant cultivars. Sub 1 rice is simply crossed by conventional methods to a variety

of agronomical value; the progeny are crossed again with the favored genotype.

The recombinant progeny with Sub 1A surrounded by the variety's DNA are

crossed again to the desired line. With this advanced breeding strategy it takes

less than two years to introduce Sub 1 into modern high yielding varieties. In

this way, the International Rice Research Institute has produced" Sub 1 rice" for

flood-prone paddies of Asian nations.
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SUB1 RI CE IN THE FIELD

Field trials at experiment stations and in village paddies in India, Bangladesh,The

Philippines and other countries have confirmed that the new Sub 1 rice is virtually

indistinguishable from non-Sub 1 sibling varieties. These new lines masterfully

endure submergence, as long as the flood occurs after the seedling stage but

before flowering, and the flood completely subsides within 18 to 20 days. When

a flooding event does occur, Sub 1 rice can produce 2 to 10-fold more grain by

weight than the non-Sub 1 cultivar.

In northern Bangladesh, a country with a population of over 150 million

people, the period in the fall right before the harvest of the monsoon season

crop has traditionally been called the mot/ga ("hunger") season. The Bengal

area, encompassing Bangladesh and NE India, has experienced multiple famines.

An estimated one million people perished in the Bengali famine of 1973. The

immense flooding of the Brahmaputra, Ganges and Meghna rivers in 1998 left

30 million people homeless. The floods of 2007 were also devastating.

Fortunately, national and international efforts have greatly alleviated the threat of

famine. In the period between 1966 and 2000 the production of rice increased by

125% in developing countries (Khush, 2001). The harnessing of natural genetic

variation has increased yield potential and decreased susceptibility to biotic stresses

(pests and pathogens). Several advanced high yielding varieties will grow in a

range oflocations because they are not photoperiod sensitive. Major increases in

annual productivity are due to shortening of the time from planting to harvest.
Traditional monsoon season varieties mature in 130 to 135 days whereas new

varieties developed by Bangladeshi breeders are harvested about 115 days after

planting. These allow the harvest to take place during the traditional hunger period

- providing both work and food. The rapid developing lines also enable farmers to
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intererop with vegetables and in some places to plant a third rice erop. This rice,

inaptly called the "mongarice", is responsible for dramatically reducing hunger.

Given that 25% of the rice-growing areas in S and SE Asia are flood-prone, the

success of Sub 1 rice could have a major societal impact. lt is estimated that use of

Sub 1 rice in flood disadvantaged fields ofIndia and Bangladesh next year could

yield an additional 4 million tons of rice, enough to feed 30 million people.

Last November I had the opportunity to visit the Bengal region. What I took

home is that Sub 1 rice is seen as somewhat of a miracle. A villager near Rangpur

in northern Bangladesh told me that she and her family were overjoyed to

see Sub 1 rice re-grow after 15 days of complete submergence. Asked why, she

responded that they did not have to re-plant the field with young seedlings and

could expect a good harvest.

But the farmers I met need even better rice. They desire a high yielding variety

that is tolerant of both complete and partial submergence - a condition called

stagnant flooding. A huge reduction in labor would result if seeds could be sown

directly into a flooded field. This would require germination under low oxygen

conditions - an escape strategy. This rice should also be submergence tolerant!

Not only that, they need the rice to resist drought during flowering and grain

filling. And finally, they want the rice to stayereet and for the seeds not to pre-

germinate before harvest. These are grand challenges. Fortunately, there is natural

genetic variation in the ability to germinate anaerobically and to survive a drought.

It may be possible to produce a rice plant in which these traits are harmoniously

expressed at the opportune stage of development by pyramiding traits determined

by well-defined genetic loci, such as Sub 1.We must embrace th is challenge by

combining efforts across disciplines and boarders. This, I believe, will engender a

second Green Revolution that will provide added stability to our world.
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Students of biology are encouraged to take a deep breath and join the efforts of

biologists - ranging from hard-core molecular biologists to seasoned agronomists

- in the crusade to meld modern approaches to meet needs of the world. I hope

to have provided you with a new perspective on the astounding relevance of the

simple abundant molecule - oxygen - to plants and society.
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